OMNI-MOBILE POS

T R E N D A G R A M

RETAILERS MUST MOVE PAST TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS
TO THE NEXT-GEN “OMNI-TERMINAL”

“Instead of a simple point of
checkout device, the POS needs
to serve as the link to customer
information, shopping history
and purchasing behavior
across channels.” (2)

6.9 years

28

%

The average age of a
traditional POS system. (1)

Retailers
increasing
store IT spending
on tablets (3)

%

62

Retailers have
refreshed their
stationary POS
terminals in the
last five years (2)

65

“The majority of retailers
continue to use traditional POS
hardware as their basic POS, adding
mobile options and additional PCs
or tablets as supplements.” (2)

%

Retailers plan to
increase tablets
by 2018 as part
of their POS
hardware plans (2)

27

%

Retailers have
implemented
assisted selling
to their portable/
mobile employee
capabilities (4)
Sources: 1 – EKN Research, “State of the Industry Research Series: 2015 Retail Point-of-Sale Blueprint;” 2 – Boston Retail Partners, “POS Customer/Engagement Survey;” 3 – RIS/IHL Group, “12th Annual Store System Study 2015: Making Stores Matter;” 4 – RSR, “Mobile Retail Finds New Purpose;” 5 – RIS News,
“The 13th Annual Store Systems Study 2016: Retail Technology Spend Trends;” 6 – Forrester Research, “Customer Desires vs. Retailer Capabilities: Minding
the Omnichannel Commerce Gap;” 7 – RIS News, “25th Annual Retail Technology Study: Retail Transformed”

8

35

%

Retailers still support
disparate technology
between online, mobile
and store operations. (6)

26

%

Retailers currently
implementing
tablet POS devices (7)
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Redefining POS Hardware for Omnichannel Retailing
How flexibility and portability are changing the consumer POS landscape

Q

What does the term
omni-mobile or
omni-terminal POS
mean to today’s
shopping experience?
Wikipedia defines “Omnichannel retailing” as
the use of a variety of
channels to support a cusRon Chan
tomer’s shopping experiDirector of Marketing
ence before the point of
Posiflex
purchase. To deliver a true
omnichannel
shopping
experience, today’s retailers must deliver a flexible
and portable shopping environment, one
that gives consumers more control over
how and when they purchase goods. This
means POS hardware vendors must deliver a traditional terminal in addition to
an omnichannel one through an array
of small form factor devices. These can
come in the form of mini-PCs for digital
signage and hybrid multi-form factor
tablets to enable flexible and scalable
turnkey solutions from discovery through
purchase.

Q

How can mobile devices complement rather than replace a traditional “stationary” POS terminal?
The traditional terminal will always
have its place. However, legacy-based,
stationary systems only servicing shoppers at one stage — or location — of the
shopping experience are no longer totally
relevant. This often hinders future business opportunities because they can’t

meet current consumer needs. The timing is right to explore new options as the
average age of traditional POS systems is
6.9 years, according to an EKN 2015 report on retail POS.
A major shift in POS technology is a
mobile hybrid tablet which can transform
into multiple form factors such as a barcode scanner, and/or a full-featured portable terminal with an integrated printer.
For example, the tablet can be used to
line bust during peak hours and then be
reconfigured, moved and used as a traditional terminal during sidewalk sales, or to
an extremely busy department with long
checkout lines. These devices give a fresh
form factor to fixed terminals at checkout.

Q

How can having portability in your
POS systems improve customer
experience?
In today’s world, consumers are
looking for an enhanced customer experience that gives them control of their shopping experience. Portable POS solutions
support this new retailing model because
tablet systems can now deliver merchandise-specific information at a moment’s
notice. Smaller form factor terminals and
portable POS devices replace bulky, stationary legacy devices, which consume
precious store-level square-footage. Digital tablets on a countertop, mounted on
a kiosk base or the wall, or put into the
hands of store associates can be loaded
with business-level apps. These apps
drive the customer experience and also
manage internal operations.

1 MT4008 hybrid tablet transforms into a
compact POS terminal
2 TX Series commercial grade mini-PC
3 HS Series compact terminal with printer
4 XT Series retail ready touch screen terminals

Q

How must POS systems change
to meet the needs of an evolving
retail landscape?
As the omnichannel business model
continues to change the retailing game,
retailers need next-generation POS hardware to seamlessly service the shopper
and evolve beyond legacy POS. With
an eye on customer engagement and
flexibility, retailers are exploring how to
adopt next-generation POS devices, comprised of smaller footprints, digital touch
screens, mobile functionality and higher.
Since 1984, Posiflex has created POS
software-agnostic hardware in the quest
to create an omni-terminal suite. The Posiflex suite includes smaller-footprint traditional terminals, a transforming hybrid
tablet-to-terminal device, mini-PC’s for
digital displays, and an all-in-one terminal
so retailers can bridge the gap between associates and consumers to use whatever
POS platform suits their environment.

Posiflex has designed, engineered and manufactured reliable purpose-built Point of Sale terminals
since 1989. In its two dedicated ISO certified factories strict quality control and third party testing
assures each touch screen terminal, and its peripherals are designed and engineered for maximum
uptime. Your stores run 24, so should your terminals. www.posiflexusa.com
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